
Cathodes preparation

yes

noQC
passed?

cut I-beams to nominal size
(tolerance ± 200 µm)

de-burr and smooth cut
surfaces

1. wash with cleaning
mixture

2. rinse with demineralized
water

3. dry the I-beams

place (up to 40) I-beams on
dish and place dish on tool

attach mylar tape to the
I-beams (1st side) and  cut it

attach electrode to the I-beam
(1st side)

cut and finish the electrode
ends

repeat 2 previous steps for 2nd

side of I-beams

move I-beams to QC tests

QC tests of cathodes:

1. visual inspection of the
electrode surface and centering
in the I-beam profile

2. measurement on a random
basis of the distance of the
mylar and electrode edges from
the edge of  the I-beam

3. HV tests in air:
• ramp HV to –4.6 V under

computer control
• monitor I w.r.t. reference

(to be defined)
• discard faulty cathodes

4. Repeat HV test in proper gas,
i.e. Ar/CO2 85%/15% and
O2 content ≤ 500 ppm

cure
problem

• store cathodes in crates
identified with bar codes

• updata production data
base

Ship to CERN

( Place: XXXX)
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Electrode strips deposition
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outer ?

no

yesproblems ?
(i.e. strips wrongly

placed)

Place: YYYY

27-May-99

Place raw Al plates on
coordinatograph and block

Every 2 weeks
check

coordinatograph
nb.1   w.r.t.

Cut plates to final dimensions
( tolerances ± 500 µm )

crop plate edge to remove
sharpness and clean surface
(dry cloth only)

put reference marks and
adhesive label with bar code

on plate

move plate to strip deposition

check daily
coordinatograph

nb.2 w.r.t
references

place plate and deposit strips
(tolerance on absolute strip

position  ± 500 µm, tolerance
on relative positions amogst

the 2 tapes ± 200 µm)

change strip

turn plate

perform HV test

update production database
and ship to CERNcure problem


